PRELIMINARY NOTES ON THE PHONOLOGY OF MODERN BARGUT

The historical province of Bargu (WMo Barγu, Ru Barga, Chi Baerhu), today better known as Hulunbuir (WMo Kölün Buyir, Chi Hulunbeier), is one of the least investigated Mongolian-speaking regions. The present-day population in the region is extremely heterogeneous, but there is no doubt that the most ancient Mongolian-speaking local element is formed by the so-called Bargut (WMo barγacud), of which two principal varieties are distinguished: the Old Bargut (WMo qarγcin barγacud) and the New Bargut (WMo sine barγacud). The more recent elements in the region include groups of the Dagur and Eastern Buryat, as well as representatives of various Eastern Mongolian tribes, of which the Khorchin are the most numerous.

Available information on the language of the Bargut is quite scarce, but it is known that the Old Bargut and the New Bargut speak two different dialects, both of which are basically closely related to Buryat. The similarity to Buryat is particularly conspicuous in the New Bargut dialect, while the Old Bargut dialect shows a number of peculiarities of its own. The New Bargut dialect has been preliminarily recorded by Poppe (1932), while scattered data on both the New Bargut and the Old Bargut dialect are to be found among the materials of Todayeva (1960). Only recently has more extensive information on the Old Bargut dialect been collected by a team of Inner Mongolian scholars, published under the editorship of Uuda (1984, 1985).

The present author had the opportunity of visiting briefly the Old Bargut Banner (Chi Chenbaerhu qi) of Hulunbuir League (Chi Hulunbeier meng) in the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region in late September, 1987. Owing to administrative restrictions, the visit had to be primarily concentrated on the tourist spot of Hohnur (WMo Kokenaγur, Chi Huhenuoer), the only place in the banner officially open to foreigners at the time of the visit. The tourist site employed a dozen local workers, from whom it was possible to collect some information on the language of the contemporary younger generation in the region. The following remarks are for the most part based on this information and may, of course, require re-examination in the light of more extensive field material in the future.

The material derives mainly from two female informants (A and B) of about twenty years of age. Both had grown up within the Old Bargut Banner and regarded themselves as pure representatives of the local Bargut population. One of the informants (A) came from a locality called Ongon (WMo Ongγon sumu, Chi Wangong), while the other (B) came from a so-called Evenki commune (Chi Ewenke gongshe). Both had received primary and secondary education completely in the Mongolian language in local rural
schools and considered Mongolian as their native and best language. However, both were also fluent in spoken Chinese, and the informant coming from the Evenki commune (B) spoke Evenki (Solon) as a third language.

The data received from the two main informants were occasionally verified with the help of other local people at the tourist spot, notably another female worker (C) of the same age. The latter was, however, of the Evenki nationality and considered Evenki (Solon) as her native language, although she was fully fluent in Mongolian and Chinese as well. It may be noted that among the informants Chinese was only used for communication in the presence of monolingual Chinese staff members and guests, while otherwise Mongolian was preferred in the form of the subdialects and idiolects here collectively termed Modern Bargut.

For the additional confirmation of selected details, two more informants (D and E), also females, were interviewed later in Hailar (WMo Qayilar qota, Chi Hailaer). The latter were enrolled as students of the Hailar College of Mongolian Medicine, but were actually natives of Bayanhure (WMo Bayanküriy-e), the administrative centre of the Old Bargut Banner. At the medical college, Mongolian in various forms is the sole language of communication and instruction.

Since all of the informants were literate in Written Mongolian and had been exposed to the influence of the standardized oral language, as used in the Inner Mongolian educational system as well as in radio and television broadcasts, it is no surprise that their speech only partially reflected the features known to be peculiar to the Old Bargut dialect. On the other hand, the very use of the Written Mongolian standard, owing to the relative abstractness of the latter, may actually favour the preservation of dialectal features in oral usage all over Inner Mongolia. Thus, all the varieties of Modern Bargut recorded from the informants remain clearly distinct from the more southerly located Inner Mongolian dialects of the general Eastern Mongolian type.

Without attempting an exhaustive overall description of the phonology of Modern Bargut, it is preferred here to discuss a selection of important details in relation to the immediately neighbouring, and better known, Mongolian dialects and languages, i.e. Dagur, Buryat, and general Eastern Mongolian. Interestingly, certain details, especially in the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune (B), also necessitate a comparison with (Mongolian) Khamnigan. Since the general comparative background information is well known and easily accessible in, for instance, the works by Poppe (1955) and Rassadin (1982), only the Written Mongolian cognates of the Modern Bargut examples are specified below. For more specialized information on Khamnigan, reference may be made to Damdinov (1968).

1. To start with a paradigmatic characteristic of the Buryat type, data from all of the informants suggest a system with six short vowels, as in Eastern Buryat. The basic phonetic qualities of the vowels are also close to those of Eastern Buryat, but reflect an even more perfectly completed process of rotation, as is most clearly evident from the phonetic representation of the series *ë > /u/ vs. *u > /o/ vs. *o > /l/, e.g. A (the letters denote the informants) τ'ër'gən /türegen/ ‘swift’ (WMo türgen), AB qər'ələ /gotele/
'footwear' (WMo γυτυλ), AB μαλαχο /bâlexe/ 'to become' (WMo bolqu). This series of developments is also reflected in the quality of the vowel *a > /a/ in that the latter is occasionally slightly palatalized, as if to emphasize its distinction from the rotated *o > /o/, e.g. AB çara = çara /garel/ 'hand' (WMo γαρ). The most important paradigmatic detail is, of course, the merger of the original short *ö with *ü, which may be illustrated by pairs such as ABDE ëö = ëö /uge/ 'give!' (WMo ög) vs. ABDE ëö /uge/ 'word' (WMo üge). However, the phonetic gap left by the disappearance of *ö has actually been filled by the vowel *e > /æ/, which has the rotated quality of a middle-high central vowel but is additionally labialized, as in Dagur, e.g. ABDE ūna = ūna /ene/ 'this' (WMo ene). In examples of the type AB yërra /udere/ 'day' (WMO edûr) *e shows the normal Buryat development through *ö into *ü > /u/, but occasional exceptions from this development were recorded in the speech of the informant from the Evenk commune, e.g. B tòmar /temere/ vs. A òmrá /tumere/ 'iron' (WMO temûr). Such exceptions may well reflect the influence of a Khamnigan idiom with a preserved distinct *ö, but for the informants concerned it is apparently only a question of a sporadic variation between /u/ and /æ/.

Finally, the vowel *i > /i/ shows no special qualitative peculiarities, e.g. AB viða /bide/ 'we' (WMO bida/bide).

2. Long vowels were recorded as more or less identical in quality with the corresponding short segments, and may probably, as far as the initial syllable is concerned, be analyzed phonologically as double vowels, e.g. AB sá /sul/ 'milk' (WMO sül/sûn), AB nòra /noorel/ 'lake' (WMO nayûr). A sõõsõ /jâssel/ 'money' (WMO jûyos). AB ñõõsõ /jaaxel/ 'to disjoint' (WMO jâyqu), AB ûrò = ûro /xeereel/ 'steppe' (WMO keger-e), AB ëxõ /xiixel/ 'to do' (WMO kikû). There is a problem, however, connected with the representation of the long *ö, which, unlike the situation with the corresponding short vowels, has not merged with *ü. Thus, it would seem that the paradigm of long vowels has not six but seven qualitatively different members, just as is the case in Buryat. A similar picture is also revealed, at least at the level of transcription, by the Old Bargut data of Uuda. However, as far as Modern Bargut is concerned, it is reasonable to assume that *ö is no longer represented by a single distinct member of the paradigm of long vowels, but, rather, by a diphthongoid sequence of two different vowels, most probably /ueel/. This may appear an ad hoc solution, but in the actual pronunciation of all of the informants a diphthongoid sequence was really present, e.g. DE üøx / xeereel/ 'other' (WMO öger-e), B ëøx / xeeder/ 'upwards' (WMO ögede), B xûòõsõ /xEeSe/ 'foam' (WMO kõgõsû), DE bûøx / buxeel/ 'shaman' (WMO bõge), AB bûøx / buxeel/ 'kidney' (WMO bõger-e). If this interpretation is correct, Modern Bargut has six short or single and six long or double vowels (6+6), which makes the idiom distinct from Buryat (6+7) and places it exactly halfway between general Eastern Mongolian (7+7) and Dagur (5+5). Interestingly, the very restructuring of *ö into /uee/ may have taken place under the areal influence of Dagur, for the process of labial breaking in the latter has partially led to very similar results. Of course, the postulated special sequence /uee/ adds to the syntagmatic complexity of Modern Bargut. As a matter of fact, the phonetic difference between /uee/
and /ee/ is so small that a complete neutralization might be a reality in some idiolects, although no definitive evidence for this can be presented so far. In any case, the opposition is only attested in the initial syllable. In non-initial syllables /ee/ may be assumed even in the cases where Buryat and general Eastern Mongolian would show reflexes of a long *ö, e.g. B үöösa /udeese/ (/üdeese/) ‘noon [abl.]’ (WMo üde-ece), B үoоbэ /ûderese/ (/ûderere-sc/) ‘day [abl.]’ (WMo edir-ece).

3. A very peculiar phonotactic feature of Modern Bargut, for some reason not observable in the Old Bargut material of Uuda, is the extensive presence of a phonetic vowel segment in word-final position. It is not just a question of the preservation of original word-final vowels, but also of the addition of a vowel segment after original word-final consonants. Such a vowel segment is almost invariably present in words pronounced slowly and in isolation, but shows a tendency to disappear in rapid and connected speech. A similar situation has been recorded for Dagur by Martin (1961.16) and Tsumagari (1985.232–3), and it is very likely that the Modern Bargut data reflect an areal connection with Dagur. The phonological interpretation suggested by Martin and Tsumagari is probably also valid for Modern Bargut. According to this interpretation any vowel that may potentially be manifest in concrete speech represents a true phonological segment. In the most simple case such a vowel can be paradigmatically identified with /el/, which is presumably the least marked member of the paradigm. In the actual pronunciation of the informants the segment was qualitatively realized as a more or less neutral reduced vowel with only an occasional tendency to adopt positional shades, e.g. AB өлөө = өлөрө /jaxe/ ‘brim’ (WMo jaq-a), AB мөөө = мөөр /model/ ‘tree’ (WMo modu). An important aspect of the phenomenon is the neutralization between original vowel stems and consonant stems, as exemplified by pairs of the type A тало /hale/ ‘plain’ (WMo tal-a) vs. A чало /gale/ ‘fire’ (WMo гал).

4. The addition of a vowel segment after original word-final consonants implies a tendency towards open syllables in Modern Bargut. The same tendency can be observed in word-internal position, for a short vowel element is very often present between two consonants which originally represent a consonant cluster. Of course, any original word-internal vowels have also been segmentally preserved in similar positions. In the simplest case such vowel elements may again be assumed to represent the pheme /e/, e.g. A агээ /axexe/ ‘to take’ (WMo abgu), AB чилпээр /xileber/ ‘easy’ (WMo kilbar), B чилэрээ /xueerege/ ‘bridge’ (WMo kögerge). Like in word-final position, a vowel in word-internal position may also disappear in rapid speech and owing to prosodic factors. However, it is reasonable to assume that such a vowel is phonologically present even when it is not pronounced, e.g. A пирээ /piresen/ ‘near’ (WMo oyiragan), B нимэн /nimgen/ ‘thin’ (WMo nimgen/nimgen). It goes without saying that this is a rather abstract analysis, which involves diachronic and synchronic problems not yet fully solved. In support of the suggested analysis it may be noted, for instance, that the original difference in syllable structure has been completely neutralized in pairs of the type B аргээ /arege/ ‘means’ (WMo arg-a) vs. B тарээ /tarege/ ‘sour milk’ (WMo tara’), a feature distinguishing Modern Bargut from both Buryat and most Eastern Mongolian dialects. On
the other hand, there is evidence that the distinction between original vowel stems and consonant stems may still be partially preserved at least at the level of morphology, as is evident from the different suffix allomorphs in pairs of the type A *jagsāse/*jabejel ‘to go [ger. imprf.]’ (WMo yabuju) vs. A *aφtā/*abecel ‘to take [ger. imprf.]’ (WMo abcu). Also, there are occasional indications suggesting that a secondary process of neutralizing assimilation has been active between two consonants in spite of the assumed presence of a phonological vowel segment between them, e.g. B *βkξe/*juxese/ instead of */jagese/ ‘fish’ (WMo *jipsasu). A more comprehensive evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of the adopted analysis in relation to actual language material remains to be carried out in the future.

5. Another vowel which occurs in non-initial syllables is *i > /i/. Modern Bargut differs from most Eastern Mongolian dialects in that this vowel is largely preserved as an actual phonetic segment, although it may occasionally be reduced to the extent that its identity is mainly signalled by the palatalization of the preceding consonant. The preceding vowel may also show a slight metaphonic influence, especially in the case of /a/, but this influence has apparently no phonological significance. It may, consequently, be assumed that words with an original *i in non-initial syllables have preserved their phonological structure down to Modern Bargut, e.g. AB *mrtj = mrt /måri/ ‘horse’ (WMo mori), AB xɔrtj = xɔrt /xobi/ ‘share’ (WMo qubi), AB nɔtʃɔ /barixe/ ‘to seize’ (WMo bariqu). However, problems of interpretation arise if a stem ending in /i/ is followed by a grammatical suffix beginning with a vowel. The phonetic result is normally a clear palatalized consonant followed by a long vowel. Since the phonetically observable vowel length in such cases is never distinctive, while the palatalization of the consonant is, it is perhaps phonologically a question of sequences of /i/ and another single vowel, e.g. AB *mrt̪rɔ /måri-are/ (måri-are) ‘horse [instr.]’ (WMo mori-bar), B xɔrt̪rɔ /xobiare/ (xobi-are) ‘share [instr.]’ (WMo qubi-bar). This is, incidentally, the analysis adopted by the Khalkha Cyrillic orthography. Similar sequences are also attested within derived and non-derived stems, e.g. AB t̪q̪x̪ /tajial ‘chicken’ (WMo takiy-a), AB x̪q̪t̪ /xario/ ‘answer’ (WMo qariy-a). Importantly, the palatalness conveyed by /i/ in such cases may in Modern Bargut also occur in connection with original front vowels, a situation reminiscent of Buryat and Dagur but different from general Eastern Mongolian, e.g. AB x̪ūt̪x̪̪ /xulie/ ‘to wait’ (WMo küliyekü), A sər̪ī /seriun/ ‘cool’ (WMo serigün). The most crucial phonological detail in this connection is the question of how the behaviour of a stem-final /i/ as opposed to /e/, should be understood in the position preceding a suffixal /i/. Phonetically it is an opposition between a palatalized and an unpalatalized consonant, though there is also a slight difference in the quality of the vowel. It seems that in the suggested framework there is only one reasonable answer, viz. the assumption of an opposition between the sequences /i/ vs. /e/ in general language and dialects, although it is possible that different idioms require different solutions. For Khalkha, Poppe (1970.56)
has suggested an analysis which, if adopted for Modern Bargut, would imply an opposition of /ei/ vs. /ii/, i.e. */gareige/ (*/gage-ige/) vs. /mariige/ (/mari-iige/). However, this analysis involves obvious morphophonological problems which make it difficult to accept even for Khalkha. Without doubt, the whole question would require a detailed treatment with full consideration of all the relevant phonological, morphological and dialectological aspects.

6. The analysis suggested above has a consequence for the interpretation of all phonetically observable long vowels in non-initial syllables, for, insofar as the latter are not preceded by a palatalized consonant, they must be assumed to represent sequences of /e/ and another vowel, e.g. A ṅqo /boe³a/ ‘grain’ (WMo buday-a), A  OnPropertyChanged: χ₃p̂β₃ /xålebe³a/ ‘union’ (WMo qolburγ-a). This conclusion is inevitable in view of all the stems ending in /e/ and taking suffixes beginning with a vowel, e.g. AB tṣγγə /cage³/ ‘time’ (WMo caγ) : AB tṣγγəsə /cagease³/ (cagease-ase³) ‘id. [instr.]’ (WMo caγ-acə). According to this interpretation, so far as it is correct, Modern Bargut only exhibits a minimal amount of morphophonology at the junction of a stem and a suffix, in any case less than most of the neighbouring Mongolian idioms. In fact, those morphophonological phenomena that are present in the idiom would, rather, seem to belong to the realm of morphology, as exemplified by the addition of connective elements to certain stem types before certain suffixes, e.g. AB suqo /suugeere³/ (suu-ge-ere³) ‘milk [instr.]’ (WMo sü-ber/sün-iyer). It may be noted that the suggested interpretation does not involve any assumptions of phonological deep structures, but simply implies the presence in the idiom of a relatively abstract surface structure. Certainly, a less abstract approach to the facts would also be completely plausible, but any such approach would require the assumption of a more complicated morphophonology.

7. Phonetic palatalized consonants are also attested word-initially, reflecting the diachronic process of palatal breaking. In this respect, a considerable diversity could be observed among the informants, but the general impression was that breaking in Modern Bargut is less fully developed than in most Eastern Mongolian dialects. The result of breaking, whenever present, may in the framework adopted be phonologically analyzed in terms of a sequence involving a prevocalic /i/. Such an /i/ often exhibits a slight palatalizing effect on the following vowel, especially if the latter is /a/, e.g. A ṇqqoṣ /miange³/ ‘thousand’ (WMo mingγ-a). A special highly palatal allophone of /a/ was observed in the combination /xl/, e.g. B ḷetγo /xiatede³/ ‘Chinese’ (WMo kitad), perhaps an indication of an ongoing change towards decreasing markedness, i.e. */xiatede!. From the point of view of dialectology it is important to note that the Modern Bargut data often follow the Buryat pattern of breaking, rather than that of general Eastern Mongolian, e.g. A Ṉoṣqo /nioderege³/ ‘fist’ (WMo nidurγ-a), AB ṇoɾə /niiore³/ ‘face’ (WMo niiur). Examples of the absence of breaking were especially frequent in the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune, a feature which can most likely be explained as a trace of Khamnigan influence, e.g. B _PERMISSION_DENIED /miexe³/ ‘meat’ (WMo miiq-a), B siiɾə /sire³/ ‘yellow’ (WMo siiɾ-a), niɾə /nide³/ ‘eye’ (WMo niidii).

8. It has been stated above that any palatalized consonant which may be present
phonetically in Modern Bargut reflects the influence of a following /i/. A very similar picture has been assumed for Dagur by Martin (1961.17), while Tsumagari (1985.230–1) postulates a separate palatal glide phoneme. Indeed, the behaviour of a prevocalic /i/ in both Dagur and Modern Bargut is reminiscent of a glide, and it may not be a bad idea for certain purposes to employ a special notation in order to distinguish the syllabic and asyllabic occurrences of /i/. However, from the point of view of phonemic contrasts, there is probably no need to postulate a palatal glide for Modern Bargut, for the syllabicity or asyllabicity of /i/ seems to be completely governed by positional factors. It may be noted that vowel sequences involving an asyllabic prevocalic /i/ occur not only post-consonantally, but also word-initially, in which position a concrete phonetic glide segment is really present. Such a glide is of dual origin in that it may either represent an original segment of the same type, or it may be the result of palatal breaking, e.g. A jāyāŋ /iægan/ ‘pink’ (WMo yaŋan), AB jālxaŋ /iælxe/ ‘to win’ (WMo ilaŋ). There are probably no synchronic restrictions concerning the combination of an asyllabic /i/ with different vowel qualities, but diachronically certain preferences may be noted, as exemplified by the irregular, though not unique to Modern Bargut, development of the interrogative stem in B jũnda /iundə/ instead of */ioonde/ ‘why’ (WMo yaŋun dar). The only major synchronic problem in connection with the asyllabic /i/ concerns the sequence /ii/, which, in the framework presented so far, would appear to be potentially ambiguous in that it could be assumed to stand for either a long vowel or a sequence of a glide and a vowel. However, there is reason to assume that the latter realization is the rule in Modern Bargut, e.g. A jiŋk = jik’kaŋ /iŋixel/ ‘big’ (WMo yeke), A jiŋ /iŋel/ ‘ninety’ (WMo yere/yire). An occasional irregular variation between /ii/ and /i/ was observed among the informants, notably in the word A irxə /iɾxe/ vs. B jirxə /iɾxe/ ‘to come’ (WMo irekii), as also recorded by Uuda (1985.223). Incidentally, the latter shape has again parallels in Buryat, and also in certain varieties of Dagur, but the diachronic background of the variation remains somewhat obscure.

9. The status of the sequence /ii/ must also be examined in relation to the so-called diphthongs ending in /i/. In the initial syllable these were normally realized by all informants as clearly bisegmental sequences, as in Dagur. The mutual phonetic interaction of the components was generally minimal, e.g. AB xo đoán /baixəl/ ‘to be’ (WMo baiqu), B xu donné /xåine/ ‘behind’ (WMo qoyin-a), AB oixə /oiixel/ ‘to cry’ (WMo uyilaŋ), B oixə /guixel/ ‘to run’ (WMo guyikul/guyükü). Only occasionally, probably in connection with complex combinatorial and external factors, was a tendency towards monophthongization observed in the speech of some informants, e.g. A sækə /saixen/ ‘nice’ (WMo saiqan), A sůlə /juile/ ‘sort’ (WMo jüi). On the other hand, the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune showed random instances of the presence of an intervocalic glide within diphthongs, a feature known to be unambiguously diagnostic of Khamnigan, e.g. A oi = B jē /ei/ ‘forest’ (WMo oi). Another feature reminiscent of Khamnigan, but also of Dagur, is the presence of the sequence /ei/ in the paradigm of diphthongs. The diphthong /ei/, as opposed to the sequence /ii/ described above, was recorded word-initially in the pronoun A səmə = B əmə /eime/ ‘like this’ (WMo eyimii).
The pronoun A *t*īm = B *t*īmə /teime/ (WMo təyimū) is more problematic, since it showed a more or less monophthongoid vowel, indicating that its synchronic phonological shape might, at least for some speakers, be */t*īm/. However, it may be recalled that the principal realization of the sequence /ei/ in non-initial syllables is a long monophthong. For the other diphthongs, also, more or less monophthongoid realizations were frequently observed in non-initial syllables, e.g. A *naile* = B *pail/ /dalai/, AB *məɾi-tai/ /mər-tai/ ‘with a horse’ (WMo moritai), although bisegmental realizations, possibly reflecting careful speech, were recorded as well, e.g. AB *ɡɑxɑi/ /ɡaxɑi/ ‘pig’ (WMo ɡɑqɑi). Irregular variation between the informants was observed in the pronouns A *xɛdɨi/ /xedei/ vs. B *xɔnui/ /xedu/, ‘how much’ (WMo kedui), A *tɛnɨ/ /tedei/ vs. B *tɔnui/ /tedui/ ‘this much’ (WMo tedui).

10. An important consequence of the diachronic process of rotation is the reorientation of vowel harmony. From the point of view of the original patterns of palatal and labial harmony, the six vowel phonemes of Modern Bargut may be divided into four basic categories: the original front vowels /e u/, the original back vowels /a o/, the low round vowel /i/ and the neutral vowel /ɨ/. In this framework, the following harmonic combinations of vowels would be theoretically possible: /e u/ + /e u i/, /a o/ + /a o i/, /ɔ/ + /ɔ o i/ and /i/ + /a o u i/. Indeed, these are the harmonic patterns that may still be observed in Modern Bargut. However, the scope of vowel harmony has greatly diminished in the idiom, for it is probably correct to assume that all short vowels and diphthongs of non-initial syllables are completely indifferent from the point of view of the harmonic patterns. In the loss of vowel harmony for the short vowels, a decisive role has been played by the neutralization of a number of vowel oppositions in non-initial syllables into the unmarked vowel /ɛ/. As for the diphthongs, a somewhat more moderate neutralizing development has probably taken place between /ai/ and /ɛi/, on the other hand, and between /ai/ and /ɔi/, on the other, which means that the presumably less marked /ai/ and /ɔi/ may be assumed irrespective of the original harmonic patterns, e.g. AB *ɛri/ /ɛri/ ‘late’ (WMo oro), AB *ʃɛnɛtʃu/ /ʃxcu/ ‘sleeve’ (WMo qanqalqamcur). In any case, there are no serious phonetic reasons to assume the presence of vowel harmony in these diphthongs. On the other hand, as has already been implied, a secondary opposition has arisen between /ei/ and /ai/ contrary to the rules of palatal harmony, e.g. A *malʃiŋ/ /malein/ (jomal-in) ‘cattle [gen.]’ (WMo mal-un), AB *ʃuʃu/ /suutai/ (jusu-tai) ‘with milk’ (WMo sütei). It may be concluded that vowel harmony continues to be an active phenomenon in the long vowels only, i.e. in the phonetic entities analyzed phonologically as sequences of either /ɛ/ or /i/ plus another vowel. Even in these sequences, it would, of course, be technically possible to postulate phonological shapes with no vowel harmony, e.g. */ˈloleːn/ or */ˈuлеːn/ for A ɑlʃəŋ /olean/ (WMo ulaʃan), but it is probably appropriate to reject this approach for several reasons. It must, for instance, be noted that the neutral vowel /i/ may be combined with potentially contrasting long vowels of all qualities, including the original back vowels, e.g. B *xiró/ /xiró/ ‘hoarfrost’ (WMo kirāy). Such examples, reminiscent of Khamnigan, are probably a reality for all speakers of Modern Bargut, though they are the more common, the less frequent palatal breaking is in any
given idiom or idiolect. As for labial harmony, an interesting marginal opposition between /ea/ and /əi/ was observed in the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune in that she occasionally applied labial harmony in suffixes on an optional basis, e.g. B mɒŋgælærə /mæŋgælærə/ (mæŋgælærə) = AB mɒŋgælærə /mæŋgælærə/ (mæŋgælærə) ‘Mongolian [instr.]’ (WMo monggol-iyar). Such optionality of labial harmony is again a characteristic shared by certain varieties of Khamnigan.

11. It has so far been assumed that the original short vowels in non-initial syllables are represented by only two distinct phonemes in Modern Bargut, viz. /e/ and /i/. There is, however, reason to consider the possibility that a third vowel, /u/, may also occur as a distinct segment, for a phonetically more or less clear labial vowel of a non-initial syllable was observed in many cases in which no completely predictable contextual factors were present. It is fairly likely that such a labial vowel is at least marginally phonemic for many speakers and may be identified with /u/. Although not fully predictable, the vowel certainly has rather clear positional preferences in that it mainly occurs in the second syllable of a polysyllabic word after one of the vowels /u o/ of the initial syllable, e.g. AB nyłu=' /nuxure/ ‘friend’ (WMo nŏkôr), AB mu=' /ubure/ ‘south’ (WMo ôbüreôbûr), AB t'gyû= /tugule/ ‘cat’ (WMo tûrûl). It is immediately evident from the examples that the vowel in question quite often represents an original labial vowel, which, as it seems, has been preserved down to Modern Bargut. The postulated phonological shapes also have close parallels in some of the neighbouring Mongolian idioms, notably Dagur and Khamnigan. The whole phenomenon is, however, by no means diachronically simple, for many irregularities of various types may be noted in both the synchronic and the comparative material, e.g. A nu=rə /unere/ ‘fragrance’ (WMo ünûr) vs. AB mu=rə /uxure/ ‘ox’ (WMo üker). Cases of variation between the informants were also occasionally observed, e.g. A qı əs /ôlesel/ = B qıəsə /oluse/ ‘state’ (Wmo ulus). The phonological interpretation of the phenomenon is further complicated by the fact that the basic realizations of /e/ and /i/ are actually bridged by a more or less full series of transitional allophones. In many cases it is, indeed, extremely difficult to decide which of the two phonemes is in question.

12. An important feature distinguishing Modern Bargut from Buryat is the preservation of the sibilant quality of the consonant *s > /s/ in all positions, e.g. ABDE saʃa /sare/ ‘month’ (WMo sar-a), A baʃəə /bəsəxə/ ‘to rise’ (WMo bəsoq), AB əʃəgə /ərəsə/ ‘Russian’ (WMo oros). As a matter of fact, it must be largely a question of the restoration of the original quality of *s owing to the influence of general Eastern Mongolian and Dagur, for the materials of both Todayeva and Uuda suggest that Old Bargut used to share most of the developments characterizing *s in Buryat. In particular, the relatively abundant materials of Uuda reveal a consistent merger of *s with *k > /x/ in word-initial position, while occasional examples of a syllable-final development into *d > /d/ as well as of an intervocalic development into zero are also present. In fact, all of the Modern Bargut informants were aware of alternative shapes of the type DE xara /xare/ ‘month’, with a word-initial /x/, as allegedly used in the speech of the older generation. However, the situation in word-internal position is less clear, for here the preservation of
*s > /s/ is almost regular even in the idiom recorded by Uuda. This idiom may thus reflect an intermediate stage in the process of restoration of the quality of *s, but it is also possible that the actual diachronic and dialectological picture is more complicated than what can be gathered from the information currently available. In this connection, it may be noted that the positional neutralization of *s and *k in Old Bargut is not shared by New Bargut, as recorded by Poppe and Todayeva, for the latter distinguishes between a laryngeal (*s) and a velar (*k) fricative. Interestingly, the quality of the segment *k > /x/ in Modern Bargut varies freely from velar to laryngeal. Especially in the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune the consonant was frequently realized as a weak laryngeal fricative, e.g. B xare = hara /xare/ ‘black’ (WMo qar-a).

13. In Old Bargut, as recorded by Todayeva and Uuda, the development of *s into /x/ is paralleled by the development of the original strong affricate *c into a fricative, identical in quality with the /s/ of Modern Bargut. In Modern Bargut, however, the restoration of the sibilant quality of the original *s has been generally accompanied by a similar restoration of the affricate quality of *c, which means that the idiom has an affricate phoneme /c/. Nevertheless, occasional examples of a variation between /c/ and /s/ were observed, e.g. ADE c’s’aŋaŋ /cagean/ = DE saŋaŋ /sagean/ ‘white’ (WMo caŋan). Like most Inner Mongolian dialects, Modern Bargut makes no difference between a hissing and a hushing affricate sound, the normal realization being close to the hushing variety. The same seems to be true of the original weak affricate *j > /j/, e.g. A oša /juge/ ‘towards’ (WMo jüg). It is interesting to note that the Uuda data also reveal a weak affricate phoneme, although the corresponding strong affricate has only a marginal status in the idiom concerned. This may mean that the original weak affricate has never fully lost its occlusive character in Old Bargut, an understandable situation in view of the fact that no original weak fricative was ever present. Moreover, the idiom reflected in the Uuda material seems to have an opposition between a hissing and a hushing variety of the weak affricate. If a similar opposition were present in Modern Bargut, it should probably be described syntactically in terms of /j/ vs. /j/.

14. Special attention must be paid to the representation of the original pair *s vs. *c in the position before the vowel *i, for here Modern Bargut still largely shares the characteristics of Old Bargut and Buryat. In this position, no development of *s into /s/ took place, but the development of *c into /s/ was nevertheless active. As a result, the original sequence *ci merged with *si > /s/ı, e.g. A siri̯ /siarai/ = DE šari̯ /sirai/ ‘face’ (WMo cirai), A püšŋ /dusin/ ‘forty’ (WMo döcin). In fact the Uuda material suggests that there may have once been a more general tendency to replace /c/ by /s/, irrespective of the original quality of the following vowel. Traces of this tendency were occasionally recorded from the informants, e.g. A šuša /siašel/ ‘paper’ (WMo cašas). In the sequence /si/, the phoneme /s/, like all consonants before an /i/, is pronounced fairly palataly. However, unlike the situation in many other Mongolian idioms, such a palatal variety of /s/ does not constitute a separate phoneme in Modern Bargut, for its occurrence remains completely determined by contextual factors. This is partly due to the preservation of the diphthong /ei/, as distinct from /i/, in the position after an initial /s/,
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e.g. AC $\text{si}i\text{ñer} /\text{siidebere}/ 'decision' (WMO $\text{siidbùri}$) vs. AC $\text{ñi}l\text{ñer} /\text{seilebere}/ 'carving' (WMO $\text{seilbùri}$). The sequence /si/, irrespective of whether it originally represents *si or *ci, may also be combined with the impact of palatal breaking, e.g. ADE $\text{s}õ\text{lo} /\text{sioleol}/ 'bird' (WMO $\text{sibøyn}$), ADE $\text{s}olõ /\text{sioleol}/ 'stone' (WMO $\text{ciløyn}$). The picture described so far is, however, complicated by the confusing influence on Modern Bargut of the neighbouring Mongolian idioms, in which *si and *ci continue to be distinguished. Thus, even from those informants who normally exhibited the regular Bargut type of representation, occasional examples were recorded of /ci/ for both *ci and *si. Such examples may also show palatal breaking in the initial syllable, in which case the segment /i/ can be assumed to have disappeared as irrelevant, e.g. A $\text{tõyui} /\text{cogui}/ 'thicket' (WMO $\text{siçui}$). In non-initial syllables a merging of /ci/ with the less marked /cc/ can be assumed, e.g. A A $\text{ñi}l\text{ðig} /\text{bicige}/ 'writing' (WMO $\text{bicig}$). A particularly large number of examples of a preserved /ç/ before *i were observed in the speech of the informant from the Evenki commune, e.g. B $\text{tõsøxø} /\text{cidexel}/ vs. A $\text{ðøxø} /\text{siadexel}/ 'to be able' (WMO $\text{çidaqø}$), B $\text{tõñøa} /\text{çane}/ vs. A $\text{ðøna} /\text{sløane}/ 'wolf' (WMO $\text{cinu-a}$). For the informant concerned it is, once more, a question of Khamnigan, rather than general Eastern Mongolian, influence.

15. The concept of syllable has been applied above for Modern Bargut without any explanations. This is partly because the syntagmatic structure of the idiom is relatively simple in that any consonant segment is normally followed by a vowel. If it is assumed that long vowels and diphthongs belong to a single syllable, the typical syllable structures of Modern Bargut may be schematically presented as (C)V(V) for the initial syllable and as CV(V) for all non-initial syllables. However, just as Martin (1961.18–9) and Tsumagari (1985.228) have assumed in the case of Dagur, Modern Bargut also seems to have one important exception from these typical syllable structures. This exception is caused by the fact that a nasal consonant may both end a word and stand before another consonant within the word. In word-internal position such a nasal is always homorganic with the following consonant, while in word-final position its quality was observed to vary among the informants from dental to velar. Because of the special syntagmatic position occupied by the nasal in these cases, it may perhaps be regarded as «syllabic» in a certain sense, as suggested by Martin for Dagur, but it may probably also be paradigmatically identified with the unmarked nasal consonant /n/, which thus has a syntagmatic distribution differing from all other consonants, e.g. AB $\text{ynøan} /\text{undere}/ 'high' (WMO $\text{øndùr}$), AB $\text{øngiræ} /\text{angiræ}/ [bird] (WMO $\text{anggir}$), A $\text{çør} ð\text{un} = B ð\text{çør} ð\text{un} /\text{xoredun}/ 'fast' (WMO $\text{qurdu}$). This interpretation is slightly disturbed by the possibility that /m/ might also be able to appear in similar positions, as suggested by Tsumagari for Dagur. Examples of the type A $\text{çemo} /\text{xiamede}/ 'cheap' (WMO $\text{kimda}$) would then have to be analyzed as */xiamede/. However, no similar examples of a word-final /m/, as opposed to the sequence /me/, seem to exist.

16. Although the nasal /n/ may be realized as a velar segment both word-finally and before a velar consonant, Modern Bargut also has an opposition between /h/ and a true velar nasal phoneme, denoted here as /h/. The latter represents a preserved original velar
nasal and occurs relatively infrequently, mainly at the end of a number of nominal stems. Somewhat paradoxically, it must be assumed that the segment has been phonologically replaced by the presumably less marked /h/ in word-final position, although phonetically a velar nasal is present, e.g. A ɬŋ /aŋ/ ‘game’ (WMo ang). However, intervocalically the existence of a distinctive /h/ is an undeniable fact, e.g. AB aŋ /aheki/ (jahe-i/) ‘id. [acc.]’ (WMo ang-i), AB aŋaŋ /ahease/ (jahe-ase/) ‘id. [abl.]’ (WMo ang-aca). Interestingly, such examples are reminiscent of Khamnigan, while in most other Mongolian idioms the intervocalic velar nasal is represented by a sequence of a velar nasal and a homorganic stop. A phonetically distinct velar nasal was also observed before dental consonants, but here the general framework adopted requires the assumption of a phonological vowel segment between the two consonants, e.g. ABDE aŋ /aheki/ (jahe-de/) instead of */ahde/* (*/ah-de/ ‘id. A ‘game’ (WMo ang-dur), AB aŋi /ahetai/ (jahe-tai/) instead of */faitai/* (*/fah-tai/) ‘with game’ (WMo angtai). In the original combination of the velar nasal with a lateral, the informants showed a variation between /h/ and /ŋ/, e.g. B aŋaŋ /ahe-nexe/ (jahe-nexe/) ‘to hunt’ (WMo anglaqu/ angnagqu). As is evident from the examples, the morphological paradigm of the stems ending in an original velar nasal involves a morphophonological alternation of /n/ with /h/. As if to eliminate this alternation, a vowel seems to be optionally added after the stem-final nasal by certain speakers, e.g. B aŋ /aheki/. In this connection it may be noted that an analogous added vowel was occasionally observed even after a stem-final morphophonological /n/, e.g. ADE aŋ /ahe/ ‘year’ (WMo on).

17. Probably no phonological oppositions are based on prosodic features in Modern Bargut, but the accentual and tonal patterns were auditive clear and fairly uniform for all informants. Moreover, prosody closely reflects the syntagmatic structure postulated for the idiom. Thus, in any word, pronounced clearly or in isolation, one prosodic peak may be observed, mainly distinguished by its relatively high pitch. This peak typically falls on the penultimate syllable, if the final syllable contains a short or single vowel, e.g. AB ɬaŋ /xuex/ ‘blue’ (WMo köke), AB ɬoŋ /xidex/ ‘to eat’ (WMo idekiik), A aimaŋ /aimege/ ‘aimak’ (WMo aimag), AB ɘŋiŋ /ərense/ ‘Russian [instr.]’ (WMo orosiyar), A ɬəŋaŋ /cagene/ = B ɬəŋaŋ /cahe-nexe/ ‘to listen’ (WMo cinglaqu/ cingnagqu). However, if the final syllable contains a long vowel or a diphthong, the prosodic prominence falls on the latter, e.g. A ɬaŋ /xubec/ ‘shore’ (WMo kõbege), AB nəŋ /nəxai/ ‘dog’ (WMo noqai). The whole situation may be conveniently described in terms of morae, as suggested by Tsumagari (1985.237–8) for Dagur. Thus, if each phonological vowel segment is assumed to represent one mora, the prosodic prominence in any word will lie on the penultimate mora. In the case of phonological sequences realized as phonetic long vowels, the actual prosodic peak is located on the syllabically dominant component of the sequence, e.g. B ərəŋ /bere/ ‘view’ (WMo baray-a), B ɬəŋq /xaria/ ‘relation’ (WMo qariy-a). The whole system is a perfect parallel to Dagur, and may, in fact, derive from the latter as a structural borrowing. Most importantly, just as in Dagur, the nasal /h/, when occurring in word-final position, counts as one mora and requires the prosodic peak to be placed on the immediately preceding
vowel, e.g. A daisuŋ /daisun/ ‘enemy’ (WMo daisun), A ničëxɔŋ /bicexen/ ‘tiny’ (WMo biciqan). This situation provides, of course, a concrete argument in favour of the idea of a «syllabic» nasal.

The selected topics (1–17) examined above allow Modern Bargut to be viewed as a distinct Mongolian dialect with heterogeneous connections. In spite of the presence of considerable subdialectal variation concerning certain details, Modern Bargut also has a number of constant characteristics, which serve to distinguish it from other Mongolian dialects of both the Buryat and the general Eastern Mongolian type. There is no doubt that the historical foundation of Modern Bargut is formed by the Old Bargut dialect, as probably still spoken by some of the older generation in the Old Bargut Banner. In fact, Modern Bargut continues to exhibit several important Old Bargut features, which still form a dialectological link with Buryat. These features have, however, come under an increasing flow of secondary areal influence from other Mongolian dialects and languages in the neighbourhood. Thus, in its present state Modern Bargut should probably be considered as a dialect of Eastern Mongolian, rather than of Buryat.

Of particular interest are, without doubt, the features connecting Modern Bargut with Dagur and Khamnigan. Very little is known so far about the dialectological status and ethnohistorical background of these features, but they certainly point to some ethnic contacts in the past. The fact that most of the traces of Khamnigan influence were observed in the speech of one particular informant (B) is, of course, a specific clue to solving at least part of the problem. As a next step, it would be important to obtain more information on the variety of Mongolian spoken in the Evenki Commune of the Old Bargut Banner. It might well be that some speakers of Mongolian in the locality still retain an idiom with a complete set of Khamnigan features.

In conclusion, a general scheme of the consonant and vowel paradigms postulated for Modern Bargut is presented below. Marginal phonemes, mainly occurring in recent loanwords of the type A p'øræntɔ /pəreæntel/ ‘front’ (Ru front), A p'iræžu /piierul/ ‘beer’ (Chi pijiu) are placed in brackets.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
(p) & t & c & (k) \\
(b) & d & j & g \\
(s) & x & & \\
(m) & n & h & \\
(r) & & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
(u) & i & \\
(o) & e & \\
(å) & a & \\
\end{array}
\]
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